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Abstract

The problcln of finding all possible effective field theories for the quantlun Hall cffect
is closcly related to the problein of classifying all possible 1110dular invariant partition

functions for the algebra u(i)ffim , as was argued recently by Cappelli and Zenlba. This
latter problenl is also a natural one froln the perspective of conformal field theory. In
this paper we completely solve this problem, expressing the answer in tenns of self-dual
lattices, 01' equivalently, rational points on thc dual Grassmannian Gm,m(:IR)*. We also find
all modular invariant partition functions for affine su(2)ffiu(1 )$m, froln which we obtain thc
classification of all N = 2 superconformal nlinimallllodeis. The 'A-D-E classification' of
these, though often quoted in the literature, turns out to be a vcry coarse-grained one: e.g.
associated with thc nanles E 6 , E 7 , Es, respectively, are precisely 20,18,8 different partit.ion
func~s. As a. by-product of our analysis, we find that the list of modular invariants

for su(2) lengthens surprisingly little when comll1utation with T - Le. invariance lInder
T f---7 T + 1 - is ignored: the other conditions are far nlore essential.
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1. Introduction

The quanturn Hall effeet for 2-din1ensional ineolllprcssible quantum fluids has reeeived
eonsidcrable attention in reeent years, both frOlll theorists and cxpcrirnentalists (see e.g.
[1]). First observed experirnentally in the early 1980s, a 11lajor theoretical step was done by
Laughlin and his theory of plateaux. Expcrimentally, one observes universality - i.e. some
features of the effect, e.g. the possible values of the filling factor v 1 are largely independent
of impurities and geornetry, for example.

One is thus led to study universality classes of ineompressible quanttun Hall fluids
by effeetive field theories, in the long-distanee/low-temperature lirnit. Thcre are at least
two main approaehes to this. One (see e.g. [2] and references therein) starts with an
abelian Chern-SiInons theory, while thc other (see e.g. [3] and referenees therein) expresses
ineompressibility algebraically and investigatcs W1+oo eonformal field theorics. The two
approaehes are rclated, and in reeent work [4] (see also [5]) proposed looking at 1110dular
invariant partition functions for these theories. Both these approaches eorrespond to look
ing at rn~lar invariant sesquilinear eombinations of thc eharacters of the affine algebra

Um := u(I)$m at sorne (rnatrix-valued) level k.
There is a farnily of rational conforrnal field theories (RCFTs) for each choicc of

current(=nontwisted affine Kac-Moody) algebra 9 (see c.g. [6] and references therein for
a review of this problem), and the choice 9 = Um is a natural one frorn this perspective
as weIl. In this paper we find all such partition functions. The solution has a siInple
geornetric description in tenns of self-dual lattices, or equivalently rational points on thc
dual of the Grassrnannian Gm,m(lR). The theories in [2] correspond to a small subset of
these, narnely the diagonal partition functions. [4] have suggested that sorne of the non
diagonal partition functions provide a natural explanation of S0111e of the plateaux falling
out of the Jain sequellce l which have been experimentally observed (e.g. v = 4/11).

Of course the connection betwecn lattices and the quantlun Hall effect is well-known
(see e.g. [2]). Thc difference here is that the lattices are all self-dual, and have dilnension
2m (instead of m).

As is welJ-known, the quanturn Hall theorists are plagucd by the difficulty of having
too rnany possible effective ficld theories to choose frorn - far Illore than have been observed
experilnentally. What still Seel11S to be n1issing is an understanding of the stability, i.e.
wiclth, of the plateaux - it appears only heuristic proposals have so far been rllacle. This
short paper cannot contribute to this difficult problCIn, exccpt indirectly by providing a
conlplete list of the possible effective theorics (nlore prccisely, a cornplete list of the possible
partition functions l which provicle all possible spectra of these theories).

The second classification we obtain in this paper is that of the N = 2 superconfonnal
rninimal models. The confonnal (i.e. N = 0) ntinirnalrnodels are classified in [7], and thc
N = 1 Olles in [8]. Thc N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra is of great interest bccause N = 1
space-tirne supersyrnrnetry in string theory is related to N = 2 world-shect supersYllunetry
(e.g. [9] uses the N = 2 minirnal rnodels to compactify the heterotic string), and also
becausc of the possible relation of the N = 2 rnodels with Calabi-Yau rnanifolds and with
Landau-Ginzburg theories. Thc classification of the N = 2 rninimal models has been
addressed rnany tünes in thc literature (sec e.g. [10,9]). An A-D-E classification is often
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clail1lcd. To our knowledge this paper gives the first rigourous and cOl1lplete classificatioll
of the possible N = 2 lninilnal rnodel partition functions. The previous attempts generally
assurne that sonle sort of factorisation holds here at the level of thc individual partition
functions themselves , an assulnption which is simply wrong. Thus we find ll1any lllOre
partition functions , and unfortunatcly there seems no natural relation betwcen our list
anel the A-D-E pattern.

The relation between the effective field theories for the quantuln Hall effcct , a.nd
the N = 2 lninilnal lllodels , is that their classifications reduce to the lnodular invariant
classifications of Um and Al EB U2 , respectively, and the techniques used to solve Um help
to solve Al EB Um.

The activity at present conccrnillg the classification of lnodlllar invariants is following
a clearly defined program (see e.g. (6]) aiming at achieving this classification for all sirnple
affine algebras. Thc prescnt paper falls outside this program. Its justification is that it
acconlplishes thc classification for two infinite falnilies of (non-silnplc) algebras, both of
which concern probleuls of ilnl1lCdiate physical interest.

2. The two problems

The notions of laUice A, its dual A*, anel its detem~inant lAI, are wcll-known. An
integTallattice obeys A c A>I< 1 and a self-dualone obeys A = A>I<. Equivalently, A is self
dual iff it is integral anel has deternlinant IA) = 1. An integral latticc is even if all its
norms x 2 are evell, otherwise it is called odd. Thc operation EB denotcs orthogonal direct
sumo See c.g. Chapter 2 of [llJ for definitions.

An RCFT possesses a finite set P+ of labels (weights), and a cOlllplex-valued function
(character) Xa for each a E P+. The lllodular group SL2 (Z) acts on these Xa:

(~

(~

~1 ) . Xa = L Sa,bXb
bEP+

~) . Xa = L Ta,b Xb .
bEP+

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

Sand T are unitary anel symmetrie, and T is diagonal. There is a distinguished weight
oE P+ for which

SO,a ;::: So,o> 0 .

The speetnllll of the RCFT is encoded in its (genus 1) partition function

Z = L Ma,bXaXb
a,bEP+

(2.1c)

(2.2a)

(Strictly speaking, thc a anel bin (2.2a) lnay eorne frolll different sets Pt, pf, respeetivcly
- such Mare ealled heterotic anel do occur in this paper. For notational siInplicity we
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will usually ignore this technicality. For exanlple, wc will never write e.g. SL or OL - no
confusion should rcsult.) Thc coefficient rnatrix M obeys

M a b E Z>, -
Mo 0 = 1 .,

\:Ia, b E P+ , (2.2b)

(2.2c)

Usually in a RCFT one requires invariance of Zunder the full modular group SL2 (Z):

SM=MS

TM=MT.

(2.3a)
(2.3b)

I

By physical invariant is rneant any lllatrix M, or equivalently the eorresponding function
Z in (2.2a), obeying (2.2b), (2.2c), (2.3a) and (2.3b). We will use the ternl weak invariant
to denote any M (or Z) obeying (2.2b), (2.2c) and (2.3a). In this paper we classify all the
physical/weak invariants for certain choices of Xa, rnotivated by the quanturn Hall effect
and the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra.. The physical invariant classification for other Xa
has been thc subject of rnuch work - see e.g. [7,8,6] and rcferences therein.

Incidently, equations (2.3) rcquire the Xa to be linearly independent. This is usually
aecornplished in practice by giving thenl fuIl variable dependence (Le. including zero-rnode
oscillations) .

A rich source of R.CFT data conlCS from the r~esentations of affine algebras. The

representation theory of the affine algebra Um = lL(l)ffim at level k (Inore concisely, Um,k)
is weIl-known - see e.g. eh. 12 of [12]. k heTe is an 171, x Tn symrnetric integralrnatrix - it is
comrnon to caU it 'level' by analogy with the other affine algebra.." although its nature here
is a little different. Let f k be the eorresponding integral lattice, Le. it will have a basis
{el, ... , em } satisfying ei' ej = kij . Let {ei, ... , e~1} be the corresponding dual basis. Thcre

is an integrable representation of Um for each choice of llighest weight A E pk := fk/f k ;

its character X~ (T, z) is proportional to the m-dinlensional theta funebon (1).., whcre the
proportionality constant is independent of A, and where

Bs(zlr) = L exp[1ri rx2 + 21ri z . x]
xES

for any set S c Q ® f k .· Here, z E C ® f kl T E C; whcn S is the translate of an 771,

dimensionallattice, Bs will converge for Irn(r) > 0 provided thc lattice is Euclidean, i.c.
provided in our case k is positive definite.

The simplest ea..'3e is when k is diagonal, in which case f k = (~Z) EB· .. $ (Vkmm Z),

f k= ( rIk
l Z) EB ... $ (Vk 1 Z), ei = eilkiil and B>.. reduces to a product of I-dimensional

V~ mm

theta functions. We will usually denote a weight A E pk for such k by its (integer)
cornponents with respect to this dual basis ci-

Strictly speaking, highest weight representations of Um require k to be diagonal (as
weIl as positive definite and integral). However all of our fonuulas anel arglllncnts are
independent of this restriction. Moreover, the luore important structurc for CFT is the
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chiral algebra(= vertex operator algebra), whieh is well-defined for any positive defini1.c,
integral k (non-integral k would correspond to irrational CFTs).

We will thus aSSUlne throughout this paper that the level k is positive definite and
integral, though not necessarily diagonal. Positive-definiteness is necessary for convergence
of the partition function, and hence for thc existence of a RCFT. Physieally (Le. for the
quantum Hall effect discussed below), this would correspond to all the excitations on each
edge having cqual chirality; the Ulore general situation (of 11lixed chiralities) can be easily
accommodated within this picture by using the following recipe: first find an orthogonal
sublatticc of r k , using Graln-Scmnidt - Lc. find independent vectors Vi E Zel + ... + ZCi,
i = 1, ... , m, such that Vi . Vj = 0 for i :I j. Provided each V; :I 0, definc k' to be
the diagonalluatrix (lvii) EB ... EB (lv~l). What we have effcctively done is Inovcd all the
excitations with wrong chirality to the oppositc edge. The original rnixed chirality theory
will then be constructable frolll one of the oues at level k' by retllrning all the excitations
to their proper edge. This is preciscly what we do below with e.g. Ul EB Am-l,l theories 
see (2.6) - as weH as in the correspondence between N = 2 rninimal models and Al EB U2

theories in (6.1d). This redpe breaks down when some of the v; = 0, but for such a case
it would be doubtful that the theory could correspond naturally to a RCFT.

Thc Illodular transformation propcrties of X~ are given by the lnatrices

-2 . 2 m
T >.,~ =8).,~ exp[27rl (A - 12)],

- 1
S>.,~ = VTkT cxp[-27ri A' {l].

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

These correspond to the transfornlations (T, z) f---+ (T + 2, z), and (T, z) H (-I/T, Z/T),
respectively (in this second transfonnation we are ignoring a multiplicative factor which is
not hnportant for our purposes). Both matrices are unitary and symulctrie. We use thc

notation T
2

purely fonllally here - its square-root Twill exist iff each kii is even.
The partition function Z built frOlll these X~ enters naturally into thc classification

problClll of effective ficld theories for incolnpressible quantum Hall fluids for generic hi
erarchical platcaux, where it dcscribes the pairings of excitations on the two edgcs of an
annulus - see [4,5] for a discussion. For example, m = dhll r k corrcsponds to the nunl
bcr of indcpendent bosons, Le. edgc currents, and cquals thc central charge of the RCFT
(m = 1 for Laughlin fluids). There are two Inain differences introduccd here fronl thc
generic RCFT situation. One is that for quantunl Hall fluids cquation (2.3b) should bc
weakened to

(2.5a)

where of course T 2 = T
2

here. The other diffcrencc is that there is a vector t E r k in

terms of which the charge of the cdge excitation A E pk is givcn by t . A. For quantlUl1
Hall fluids wc should have M comnluting with the nlatrices Ut and vt defined by

(Ut ).,1l =6>',jj exp[27ri t . A]

('Vt).,!-' =8).+t,!-, exp[-7ri RC(T) t 2 - 2'Jri Re(t . z)] .
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Physically, Ut says that edge excitations should have integer total charge, while Vi is related
to spectral flow. There are other propertics that Z is expected to obey in order for thc
theory to have a chance at being physical [4]' but these are all which will be considered
here.

Most observcd plateaux lie in the .Jain series with filling factor v = nl,/(nl,s ± 1), for
S even. One intriguing explanation of those involves the W1+oo nlininlal l110dels (3], but
unfortunately these do not possess [4] a modular invariant partition function in the sense
given here anel so have an llnclear RCFT interpretation. Instead, the partition functions
considcred here correspond to 'gencric' W1+oo RCFTs. The Jain series is obtained, both
in the generic WI +oo theories and in the abelian Chern-SiInons theories, when the Um
algebra extends to UI EB Am-l,l' where Arn-I,I is affine Am - I at level 1. Thus we also
would like to know the Inoelular behaviour of the charactcrs of Am-lI. These turn out

(Tlun. 13.8 of [12]) to be given by the cOlllplex conjugates of thc S a~ld T
2

rnatrices for
U1 at level k = rn (up to an irrelevant constant factor in the T 2 Inatrix). In particular thc
Arn-l,l weight ,,\ = Ai corresponds to the UI weight ,,\ = i. Hence the weak invariants M

for Um,k EB An,l are in natural one-t(}-one correspondence with the weak invariants M for
Um+1,kEB(n+I), with the correspondcncc givcn by

M" A ·'Ii A . = M" J"'Ii'""',i\, ,r-,i\) ..... , ,r-,. (2.6)

(note the i +-+ j switch on the right siele).
The other algebra we are intcrestcd in is Al, The level k here is a nonnegativc

integer, and its level k weights can be taken to be the set p~ = {O, 1, ... , k}. Its characters
X~(T, z, u) can also be expressed using theta functions (Ch. 13 of [12]), and its lTIodular
Inatriccs are

S _~. ( (a+1)(b+1)]
a b - -k-- Sin 1r k l, + 2 +2

Ta,b =8a ,b exp[1ri {(a + 1)2 /2(k + 2) - 1/4}] .

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

In particular, the set of highest weights for A1,k EI1 Um"l is p~ x pe, anel the Illodular
111atrices are S ® S, T ® T, The relation of the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra at c = k3;2'

and AI,k EB UI ,4 EI1 UI ,2k+4, is givcn at the start of Section 6.

3. The classification of Um modular invariants

Throughout this paper we use the convenient notation (x; y) := (x, yCTy) for any
vector lying in the pseudo-Euclidean vector space IR ® (fk ; f k ), where likewise (Al; A2 )

denotes the indefinite lattice Al EI1 yCTA2 .

Theorem 1,
(a) Thc set of all weak invariants Z (defined after (2.3)) is in a natural one-to-one corre

spondence with all sclf-dual 2m-dilllCllsional lattices A containing (fki rk)i all these
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will automatically obcy (2.5a). Whcn cach k ii is cven, T exists and thc physical
invariants Z (dcfincd after (2.3)) correspond to these A which are in addition cven.

(b) Choose any t E r k and weak invariant Z, and let A be the correspondillg lattice.
Thcn Z COlnrnutes with Ut Hf it comIllutes with vt, iff (tj t) E A.

In particular, the partition function Z of the theory is proportional to the indefinite
theta function

8A ((z; Z)IT) = L exp[7fi TX'i - 7fi T*xk + 27fi (z' XL - Z . xn))
(XL ;xR)EA

of the lattice A, and the coefficient matrix M in (2.2a) is given by

(3.1a)

if (A; JL) E A
otherwise

(3.1b)

In the following section we discuss how to find these lattices A.
An alternate, level-independent, forrnulation of this classification using Grasslnannians

is also possible and very intriguing. Let Z;: be the set of all weak invariants for Um, for
arbitrary level k, which are not physical (Le. violate (2.3b)), and let z~r~ be the physical
invariants for Um' These then correspond to odd (resp. even) self-dual latticcs A, by
the correspondence of Theorenl l(a). Up to transforrnations in the full orthogonal group
SO(m, m), these lattices are unique: 1m,m = (zm; zm) (I'esp. 1Im,m = IIi~l where 111,1

has basis {(e/V2; ±e'/V2)). Recall [13] that thc Grassmannian Gm,nCIR) = SO(m +
n)/(SO(m) x SO(n)) is an rnn-dimcnsional cOlllpact symmetrie space consisting of all
m-dimensional subspaces of lRm+n . Its dual Gm,n(lR)* = SO(m, n)/(SO(rn) x SO(n)) is
nonconlpact and consists of all m-ditnensional Euclidean subspaces in the pseudo-Euclidcan
space lRm,n. By a rational point in Gm,n (IR) * we nlean an equivalence class eontailling
a rational 11latrix, or equivalently a subspace V with a basis {!1,'" 1 Im} which can be
written over Q in terms of thc preferred orthonornlal basis {e1' ... , em , e~, ... 1 e~} of lRm,n .
Now the group SO(m,7n) acting on our lattices A will Inix its left- and right-sectors anel
hence change the physics. On the other hand, the group SO(rn) acting separatelyon
either side should preserve the physics. Hence we get a natural bijection between thc
physically distinct Z E Z;: or Z E Z~, and thc set of rational points on Gm,m (IR) * (01'
between nlllllerically distinct Z's in z~n or Z~, and rational points on SO(m, m)). In
particular, the ilnportant lattices ALl AR defined shortly are given by AL = V n Im,m anel
AR = j=I(VJ. n Im,m) for all odd A, and AL = V n IIm,m and AR = j=I(VJ. n IIm,m)
for even A.

What 111akcs this picture interesting is that it givcs many exarnples of what the 'moduli
space' of certain falnilies of RCFTs looks like. In particular we find that (at lea.."t as
far as their genus 1 partition functions are concerned) the Wess-Zurnino-Witten nlodcls

corrcsponding to U(l)$m form a dense subset of a nOnC0111pact m2-diInensional sy1111netric
space.

It is intriguing that the nOrIn condition (2.5a) is redundant here. A ruore striking
exanlple of the irrelcvance of (2.3b) or (2.5a) is provided in Thm. 2 below.
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Part 1(a) of thc thcoretn givcs thc classification of all partition functions for RCFTs
corresponding to U.Jl.!.. at a2!Y...levcl k. !Ee only other such classifications for all levels of an
affine algebra are Al, Al EB Al, and A 2 (see [6] for the original refcrences). In Section 5
we generalise Thnl. 1 to the algebra Al EB Um at any level.

Part 1(b) of the theorern gives thc cornplete classification of the effective field theories
for quantuIll Hall fluids, assuilling thcy possess a partition function Z discussed in the
previous scction. The reason for believing they should is given in [4]. As lllentioncd
earlier, this includes all gencric (as opposed to minimal) W l +oo theories, and all abelian
Chern-Simons theories considered in e.g. [2].

The relation between A (or Z) and the physical quantities of the quantulll Hall fluid
are discussed in e.g. [2,4]. For exaruplc, the climensionless Hall conductivity is aH = t . t.
In all cases the relevant level is not k, corrcsponding to thc latticc r k , but rather thc
rnatrices kL and kn corresponding to the largcst 7n-dinlcnsional sublattice AL := f kL of A,
and AR := rkR of AA, which contains r k . That is, we are interested in the 'maxirnally
extended chiral algebras' of thc theory, rathcr than thc arbitrarily chosen subalgebra at
level k. (In general it is a very difficult probleIn to find the 11laximally extended chiral
algebras for an R.CFT, but for Um theories it is trivial.) As an example, the Wen topological
order gives the degeneracy of the quantulll Hall ground state on compact genus 9 surfaces,
and will eqnaI lALlg, as can be seen di rectly fro In Verlinde's fonnula (this is discllssed in
[4]).

Becanse of this relnark about chiral algebras, the Z's in Theorenl 1 will inclnde redun
dancies caused by an inappropriate original choice of level k (incidently, these rednndancics
are avoided in the Grassrnanniun pictllre). To avoid these redundancies, it suffices to re
strict attention to those A with r k = AL. Bnt, in order to keep all thc Z's obtaincd in
Theorenl 1, we are then required to allow 'hetcrotic' theories, i.e. theories whose 'left level'
kL need not equal its 'right level' kn . In order to avoid the redundancies spoken of earlier,
we would thcn supplernent thc conditions of the previous section with one Illore:

M>.,o = 0>.,0 and Mo,~ = o~,o , (3.2a)

In order for solutions Z to exist, it is neccssary and sufficient to require that [14]

and (3.2b)

The first condition is the isorl1orphism of groups, and is required by the maxirnality prop
erty of AL and AR [14]. It says arnong other things that lALl = lARI (see (4.1a)). The
second statelnent states that AL and AR are rationally equivalent, and because AL and AR
are integral is equivalent to the existence of 2rn-dimensional self-duallattices A containing
(AL; AR)' ([14] gives a practical algorithrn for deciding when two lattices are rationally
equivalent.) These two conditions are independent: c.g. AL = Z EB J3z and AR = A 2 obey
the first condition but not the second. It secms heterotic theories Inay not be directly
physically relevant here l because the corresponding partition fllnction will not be real. We
will not consider this redllndancy issue again in this paper, and will not irnpose (3.2a)
(until Example 2 in thc next section).

Heteroticity applies also to Ut , vt: in general these will be replaced by UtL l UtR l

etc. The U-conlIl1utativity constraint then beconles UtLM = MUtR , anel Thrn. l(b) then
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becolnes that U-eollllllutativity is equivalent to (tL; tn) E A (heterotie V-eommutativity
is luore eOIllplicated to interpret because of its z-dependence, hut would require at least
that tl = t'h in order to be equivalent to U-colnmutativity). If we insist that tL,R satisfy

t t - 2 2
XL' L-Xn' n=XL-XR (rood 2) (3.3a)

then we ean say much about tL,R. They always exist (it is easy to see that if {eI" .. 1 en}
is any basis of A anel {ei 1 ••• ,e~} is the dual basis, then

n

(tL; tn) =L e; e;
i==l

(3.3b)

satisfies (3.3a)). Although there is no unique solution tL,R to (3.3a) (if (tL; tR) works,
so will anything in 2A + (tL; tR)), the physically iInportant quantities t'i,R are scvcrely
constraincd. For cxample, tL,R will be an integral Inultiple of l/lkL,nl (since they IllUSt lie
in At,R)' Moreover, any tL,R satisfying (3.3a) will obey

t2 - t 2
L = R (mod 8) . (3.3c)

The physical invariants for Am-l,l are classified in [15]. [4] used this analysis to find
many (but not all) weak invariants for U2 obeying (2.5) for the choice t = ei. [4] also
faund several (but not all) weak invariants for U2 (ignoring (2.5)). SOIlle Z for the rnost
physically interesting theories were found first in [5).

The theories corresponding to chiral quantuIll Halliattices [2] are a small subset of the
theories in 1 (b). In particular, they correspond to the special cases where M in (3.1b) is
tbe identity nlatrix. [4) gave a reason why thc other M also secm interesting and should be
considereel: it has to do with finding silllpie theories corresponcling to S0I11e experinlcntally
observed platcaux not lying in the Jain sequellces. We are not claiming however that
our thcorelll trivialises in any way the work in e.g. [2]. They are really addressing thc
formidable task of finding explicit lists of those Z in 1(b) lying within the subclass of
interest to them. As will be describeel in thc next section, this is so ehallenging that it is
hopeless in general, but is possible if one restricts to sufficiently small k anel rn, as they
do.

The remaincler of this section is dcvoted to a proof of the theoreln. The argunlCnt
elosely follows thc oue given in Lemma 3.1 of [6], and is surprisingly simple.

Note first that (2.3a),(2.4b) and the unitarity of 8 implies

" - -. 1"MA,p. = L_
k

8>..,0 Mo,ß Sß,~ = TkT L_
k

exp[21ri (J-L' ß - A . a)] Ma,ß .

o,ßEP o,ßEP

(3.4a)

Taking absolute values and llsing thc triangle incquality, (3.4a) bccomes IM>..,~1 ::; IMo,o]
with equality, thanks to (2.2b) alld (2.2c), iff thc following holds:

A . a - ß· IL (mod 1) ,

9
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-k
for all 0, ß E P . We know then that each M A, jj E {O, I}. Define a set A by

A = U (A; tL) + (fk; r k) .
>,,/,Epk
M>,,~=cl

(3.4c)

Then (3.4b) iInplies that A is c10sed under addition and under lnultiplication by -1, anel
therefore is a lattice. Also, (3.4b) says that whenever x, y E A, then x . y E Z - i.e. A
is integral. Putting A = J-L = °in (3.4a) says llA/(rki rk)11 = lkl = Irkl anel heuce that
lAI = 1 (see (4.1a) below). Thus A is self-dual.

The rest of the theorem now follows quickly. COffilnutation with Ut says that. (t; t) E

A* = A, and while cOlllmutation with vt says (t; t) + A = A. Hence both are equivalent to
(t;t) E A.

4. Finding the self-dual lattices A

In this section we addrcss the question of finding all thc self-dual A occurring in
Theoreln 1, Lc. Inaking the classification of thc partition functions Z somewhat nlore
explicit. It woulel secln however that this problem is cornpletely intractible for large m,
simply because the lltunber of such A becomes so grcat. For cxample it inc1udes, as
a slnall subset, the classification of all Euclielean self-dual lattices of diInension rn, anel
though there are only 28 of these for m = 20, there are over 8 x 1016 for rn = 32 (see e.g.
Tables 2.2 and 16.3 of (lI]). Also, we learned in the last section that our lattices A for
fixed 111, (and varying level) fornl a dcnsc subset of an m 2-diInensional lllanifold! These
considerations give SOlne indication of thc nlunbers of Z's involvcd. But apparcntly this is
not a serious issue, because stability considerations (2] seenl to require snlall1n anel k.

A point worth repeating is that, up to transfonuations in the orthogonal group
SO(m, m), each A is eqllivalcnt cithcr to thc lattice Im,m (if odd) 01' thc lattice I I m,m

(if even). However SO(m, m) mixcs up ql1ite thoroughly the excitations on the two edges,
and so those transfonnations will not respect the physics in any way. On the other hand,
transfonnations froln thc smaller group SO(m) x SO(m) should preserve the physics, and
we will usually identify lattices related by such transfonnations.

At least for slnall m, latticcs are easy to work with and are conducive to explicit
conlputations. We begin this section with S0111e general statements (14] about how to find
these A, given r k , and then we spccialise to rn :::; 2. A basic geolnetrical fact) casily
provable by considering vohunes of fundaillental regions, is thc following: if Ale A2 are
two integrallattices, then

(4.1a)

also, A;/A2 must be a subgroup of Ai/All and A2 a sublattice of Ai.
The first step to solving our probleIn consists of finding all possible m-cliInensional

integrallattices AL which contaiu f k . Auy rn-diInensiollal integral AL containing rk can
be written as

(4.1b)

10



where gi E rk/rk obey gi . gj E Z (any or a.11 gi may be 0). Thus the task of finding a11
possible AL reeluces to a finite search (1lrk/rkl! = Ikl). (For latticc calculations such &0:;

required here, it is SOlnetimes convenicnt to begin by using the Granl-Sclllnielt orthogonal
isation process to finel an orthogonal lat t ice rD eontained in r k, since its dual aud inner
products are easy to COl1lpute.)

Now choose any two such AL, and caU the second Olle AR. We Inay or Inay not have
AL = An, but wc mnst have (3.2b). Let hI, ... , hn be linearly independent generators of
the group AtlAL. Find some h~ EARlAR such that hi . hj - hi . hj (nloel 1). Again this
is a finite search. From this we obtain

(4.1c)

Such a A will be self-dual anel contain (rk ; r k ), and all such A ean be obtained in this way.
This manner of construeting lattices is called 'gluing' (sec e.g. Chapter 4 of [11]).

There is another standard Inethod, callcd 'shifting' [14], which is 1110re elegant in SOllle
ways. We will only state a special case of it here. Let A be a self-dual lattice, V =
{VI, ... , vn } C Q ® A, with eaeh Vi . Vj E Z. Define

n

A(V) := {x + Llivi lli E Z, xE A, anel Vj, x· Vj E z}.
i=l

Then A(V) will also be self-dual.

--Example 1. 9 = u(l) at level k E Z>
Here r k = Vk Z. The possible AL are given by dlVk, Z where d E Z2 obeys

Here AL = AR is forced, by IAL I = IARI. Now choosc any I! E {I, ... , d2I k} obeying

(4.2)

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

To any such (I!, d) there corresponds a distinct self-dual lattice Ad,l given by

(4.3c)

anel henee a weak invariant Zd,l' Converscly, any weak invariant for UI at level k is of this
form.

A sirnple counting argurnent shows that therc is exactly one such partition fllnction Z
for each divisor of k if k is odel, or for each divisor of 2a - 2 k when k is even, where 2a is the
exaet power of 2 dividing k. For exarnple, for k = 1,.2, ... ,10 therc are precisely 1, I, 2,3,
2, 2, 2, 5, 3, 2 different A's, rcspectivcly. When k is odd, we can rnakc this corresponelcncc
explicit using shifting (4.2): to any divisor d of k, it is given by d r-+ AI ( {( .;kId; -..[kId)}),
where Al = (rk ; r k ) + Z(I/Vk; I/Vk).

11



The rclatiollship between thc notation here and that of equation (4.26) of [4], we find
that k t---+ p, f. t---+ w- 1 (01' W;l if k is evcn) , and d t---+ p/J (01' p/J' if k is even). However
their list appears to nüss sorTIe 2. For exarnple, for k = 8, they get six 2's, hut two of
thern are redundant. There are in faet five distinet solutions - they miss the oue with
d = 4. In general they will miss some 2 when k is eveu.

If we eonsider even k and inlpose the stronger eondition (2.3b), we find thc resulting
lattices are in a one-to-one relationship with divisors of k/2. This rcsult was first obtained
in [16].

If we irnpose eOIlunutation with Ut for t = 1/Vk, thcn of course only Olle solution
survives: f. = 1, d = k.

--Exarnple 2. 9 = u(l) E:B u(l)
It is diffieult and unenlightening to statc the solution for general k, although the list of

A is easy to find for fixed k. Instead we will givc all the self-duallatticcs A with ]kL I :::; 10.
For convenience we will rnod out by 80(2) x 80(2). Table 15.1 of [11] is a list of all
2-dimensional integrallattices rk of snlall determinant. These lattices give thc possible
values of levels k, through thc correspondencc r k t---+ k. To avoid unnecessary redundancy,
by level here we will nlean the nünitnal possible, narnely kL,R - Le. we iInposc (3.2a). A
priori, the two levels kL , kR need not be equal, but for thc small detenninants considcrecl
here, (3.2b) usually forces them to be. For convenience here, we will give eornponents of
weights in tenns of the ei, not et a.s before. Reeall that ei . ej = ki,j. We will also givc for
eaeh of these A thc srnallest values of t'i,R for tL,R satisfying (3.3a).

Ikl = 1. The only choice of level is k = (~ ~) _ The only A here is 12,2- t'i,R = 2 is the

smallest.

Ikl = 2. Here k = (~ ~). The weights A E pk = rk/rk are generated linearly by h = (0, ~).
There is only oue A here, eorresponding to the 'diagonal gllle' (h; h) (see (4.1c)).
t'i R = 1 is rniniInal.

l

Ikl = 3. There are two possibilities here: k' = (~ ~) and k" = (~ ~). Each of these

produce exactly one A, in both eases corresponding again to thc diagonal glne, for thc
generators h' = (0, ~) and h" = (~' - ~ ), respectively. Mininlal t~,R 2, tl,R

2 are ~ and
0, respeetively.

Ikl = 4. Again there are two possibilities: k' = (~ ~) and k" = (~ ~). The generators

here are h' = (O,!), and h~ = (~' 0) and h~ = (0, ~) respeetively. There are two A
for k', hut one of thetn involves a level reduction to Ikl = 1 anel so will be eliscarcled.
The other corresponels to the diagonal glue (h'; h'). There is only onc A for k",
eorresponding to the diagonal glues (h'" h") anel (11,'" h") Minimal t' 2 t" 2 are 1l' 1 2' 2 . L,R , L,R.
anel O.

Ikl = 5. We have k' = nnand k" = CD· h' = (0, ~), and h" = (~' -~). Again,

there is only one A eaeh, corresponding in each case to the diagonal gluc, with rninilnal
t2 b' 6 d 2L,R Clng 5" an 5"' resp.
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Ik I= 6. We have k' = n~) and k" = (~ ~), with h' = (0, V, and h~ = (~, 0) and

h~ = (0, k). There is a unique A for each choice, again given by thc diagonal glucs,
with Ininimal tl lR being 1 and ~.

Ikl = 7. We have k' = (~ nand k" = U~), where h' = (0, ~) and h" = (~, -~). The

diagonal glues have minimal tl,R equal to ~ and O. Here for the first time WB have
a heterotic possibility: kL = k', kR = k", with (h'; 2h") as the glue anel IniniInal
tl,R = ~. The ren1aining lattice has kL = k", kR = k', with glue (h"; 3h') anel
t

2 _ 8
L,R - 7'

Ikl = 8. There are three possible levels here: k' = (~ ~), k" = (~ ~), and kill =

(i ~). The generators are: h' = (0, l); h~ = (~, 0) and h~ = (0, ~); hlll = (l, -~).
The choice k' for thc level yielels two A's, one with the diagonal glue (h'; h') (with
tl lR = 1) and the other with (h'; 3h') (with t'ilR = ~). The choice k" also has two,
but one redllces to Ikl = 2 so can bc ignored. The other is given by the diagonal glllCS
(with t'i R = 0). The final choice k'" also has two A's, corresponding to (h"'; h''')
(tllR = !) anel (h"'; 3h"') (t'i,R = 1).

Ikl = 9. There are three levels here a.s weil: k' = (~ ~); k" = (~ ~); and k'" = (i ~).
Thc generators are: h' = (0, ~); h~ = (!' 0) and h~ = (0, i); h'" = (~, - ~). Thcre is
one A for each choice of level, and each is given by the diagonal gllles (a second A for
k' rednces to Ikl = 1 and so is ignored) (with t'ilR = 100, ~, and ~ resp.).

Ikl=lO. We have k' = (~ 1
0
0) and k" = (~ n, with h' = (0'1~)' h~ = (~,O), and

h~ = (0, ~). As usual 1 there is exactly one A for each level, and it corresponels to thc
diagonal glues, and ttR = 1, ~, respectively.
In Slllnmary, there are exactly 1, 1,2,2(+1),2,2,4,5(+1),3(+1),2, respcctively,

distinct self-duallattices A (heuee partition functions Z) for each lkl ::; 10. Obviously this
exalnple can be pllshed considerably further.

An additional two-diInensional cxaInplc is U1 EfL4m - 1ll , with t = er. As lnentioned in
[4], these will be given by tensor products of thc diagonal Z for UI, with the variolls weak
invariants for Am - lll . The latter were completely classifieel in Exulnple 1.

5. Extensions

A considerable aInount of attention in the literature has been paid to the classification
of lllodular invariants for affine algebras g - see e.g. [7,17,6J and references therein. Two of
the lnore useful and general (i.e. valiel for any RCFT) concepts that havc conle froll1 this
are simple current.5 and a certain Galais action.

A simple Cllrrent - see c.g. [17J - can bc defined as any label a E P+ for which
SO,a = SOlO (colnparc (2.1c)). Fronl Verlinde's fOfll1ula one thcn finds that to any such
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a corresponds a distinct pennutation Ja of P+ anel a function Q Ja : P+ -+ Q, such that
JaD = a and [17]

(5.1a)

Froln this fundalnental cquation can bc derivcd (see Lelnlna 3.1 in [6], though thc argu
ments are silnilar to that of Thlll. 1 given above) the following ilnportant facts, valid for
any weak invariant M and any simple currents J, J':

MJO,J'O E {D, 1} ;

MJo,J'o = 1 ==> MJa,J'b = Ma,b Va, b E P+ ;

MJo,j1o = 1 {:::=> Q j(a) - Q J' (b) (nlod 1) 'Va, b E P+ with Mu,b #- 0 .

(5.1b)

(5.1e)

(5.1d)

Let I denote the set (in fact, an abelian group) of all simple currents of P+. An important
subset of P+ are the fixed points of I, defined by a E .Ja for sonle nonzero J E I.

The Galois action also conccrns the matrix S. Verlinde's forulula implies [18] that each
entry Sa,b willlie in some cyclotornic extension K of IQ. Choosing any Galois autolTIorphisln
a E Gal(K/Q), one finds [18]

(5.2a)

for SOUle nlap Ca : P+ ---7 {±1} and pennutation A 1-+ Aa of P+. This together with (2.3a)
anel (2.2b) implics

(5.2b)

Thc most ilnporta.nt conseqllcncc of (5.2b) is that, because of (2.2b), we get thc selection
rule

Ma,b #- D ==> Ca (a) = €a (b) 'Va E Gal(K/Q) . (5.2c)

Example 3. 9 = Um

Here every A E pk is a sinlple currcnt, with J>../1- = A + tL and Q>..(/L) = -A . /1-. That

pk consists only of siInple currcnts is prcciscly thc rcason the classification of Um weak
invariants is so easy. For this reason thcir classification would also follow from the work in-[19]. By way of comparison, [20] concerns the next simplest such dass of algebras, A~m,
which turns out to be far more complicated.

The cydotolnic field K here can be taken to be Q(Clkl), where Cu := exp[27ri In], anel
a11 €a(A) = +1. Gal(Q((u)/Q) can bc identified with thc multiplicative gTOUp Z~ consisting
of the integers P ruoel n coprime to n. We will write this corresponelellce as 0' +-+ O'/.. For P
copriule to Ikl, alA = I!.A is the Galois action for Um'

Example 4. 9 = Ä1

Here therc is exactly one siulple current J, and it Inaps a to k-a anel has Qj(a) = a/2.
Thc only fixed point is k/2. Write k = k + 2. The field K here can be taken to be Q((Sk;-)'
For any Pcoprirne to 8k,

(2k) {+1cl(a) = l . -1
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whcre (x) denotes the unique nUlllber between 0 and 1 congTuent to ;.1: (nlod 1). The factor

(2:) is a Jacobi sYlnbol and, since it is independent of a, is irrelevant here. Also,

if €l(a) = +1

if tl(a) = -1
(5.3b)

It is possible to cOlnpletely solve the constraint (5.2c) for Al at any level k. We find,
provided gcd(a + 1, b + 1, k) = 1, that the right-side of (5.2c) is equivalent to b E {a, Ja},
with the following exceptions:

k = 4:

k = 8:

k = 10:

k = 28:

a,bE {G, 2, 4};

a, b E {G, 2, 6, 8} j

a, b E {G, 4, 6, 10} ;

a, b E {O, 10, 18, 28} or a, b E {6, 12, 16, 22} .

(5.4a)

(5.4b)

(5.4c)

(5.4d)

When thc gcd condition is not satisfied, simply divide through by the COllllllon divisor

(so a' + 1 = aAl, b' + 1 = bil, k' + 2 = ~), in order to apply this result. This result is
actually far strongcr than wc neeel - in general it is necessary only to look at (5.2c) for
a = 0, which for Al was solved in Lenllna 3 of (20], but our general solution (5.4) is an
easy conscquence (sketch: wc cau aSSHlllC k is even, a odd, b odd; if some prillle p clivicles
gcd(a+ 1, Je) but not b+ 1, then it can be shown that p IUUSt equal3; thus gcd(b+ 1, k) = 1
and hence b can get rnappeel by (5.3b) to 0).

The physical invariants for Al were first classified by [7} using mcthods consiclerably
different froln the ones we use in this paper. The newer techniqucs perrnit for exaulple thc
following intercsting generalisation of their iInportant work:

Theorem 2. The list of all weak invariants of Al at level k is:

k

Ak = LIXa]2,
a=O

k

'Dk = L XaXjaa ,
a=O

Vkj

Veven k;

(5.5a)

(5.5b)

k = 4;

k = 8;

k = 10j

k = 10;

I [(k-2)/4] . 2 { 2!Xk/21 2 if 41 k
V k = ~ IX2a + Xk-2al + 0 otherwise'

E4 = IXo + x41 2 + X2(XO + X4)* + (Xo + X4)X; ,

Es = Ixo + X2 + X6 + xsI 2
,

ElO = Ixo + x61 2 + IX4 + xlol 2 + IX3 + x71 2
,

t'~o = IXo + X4 + X6 + xlo1 2
,

E16 = IXo + X161 2+ IX4 + X121 2+ IX6 + xlo12

+ (X2 + X14)XS + XS(X2 + X14)* + IxsI 2
,

E.2S = IXo + XlO + XIS + x2s1
2 + IX6 + X12 + X16 + X221

2
,
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Veven k;

k = 16;

k = 28.

(5.5c)

(5.5d)

(5.5e)

(5.5/)

(5.59)

(5.5h)

(5.5i)



This theofCIn is proved in the Appendix. The weak invariants in equations (5.5) diffcr
fronl thc physical invariant list of [7], in which (2.3b) was also ilnposed, only in that therc
are a few extra exeeptionals C4, cs and c~o, and that 'Vk is defincd now for 41k and 1J~ for
41 (k - 2). It is surprising how irrelevant T-invarianec is for thc Al classification. Of these,
only C4 and Cs violate T 2-invariance. The names Ak , 'Vb ete here are introdueed purely
by analogy with the A-D-E classifieation in [7] - it would bc very interesting however if
sOlne similar interpretation of this list can be founel.

A silnilar result to Theoreln 2 can be expected at least for A2 - (5.2c) has also beeil
solvcd for it. More generally, it is easy to show that there are only finitely many wcak
invariants at each level k, for each affine algebra g.

Thc conlplete list of weak invariants for Al $ Um whieh obcy (2.5a), at level (k, e) for
any positive integer k alld any positive definite integer lliatrix l, is:

AU.sc 'simple current invariants': these are given in (A.8b), (A.9c), or are of the form 1J~ Z
(equivalcntly the tensor product of the corresponding Inatrices) for any Z in Thnl. 1;

AUA for k = 4, there are the 'c7-type cxceptionals' given in (A.14);
AU .10 for k = 10, thcre are thc exeeptionals given by the produet Z = c~o Z, as wen as

the exceptionals given by Iuatrix produet M = M' (MIO 0 I), where M' is any siInple

current invariant in AU.sc, and 7 is the identity Inatrix for pli

AU.16 for k = 16, there are the exceptionals Z = C16 Z;
AU.28 for k = 28, there are the exceptionals Z = C2S Z.

The conlplcteness of this list is also proved in thc Appendix. The only 'new' invariants
here (i.e. ones whieh cannot be generated by standard simple current tricks froIn thosc of
Ad are the k = 4 exceptionals, the silnplest of which oeCilT for AI ,4 $ Ul ,6 anel AI ,4 EB UI ,9.

Thc constraint (2.5a) is iInposcd here to shorten thc proof; if insteael we drop (2.5a) then wc
get new exeeptionals only at k = 4,8,10, and these ean be easily found using the Inethods
of the Appendix. Note that fcw of our Z factorise coulpletely into a product of m + 1 Z/s
- in fact about half fail to factorise into an Al part and a Um part. This is characteristic
of Illodlliar invariant classifications for sCIni-simple algcbras and unfortunatcly Uleans that
thc sClni-simplc classifieations do not rcclllce to thc silnple oues. In general, there are nlany
nlore physical (or weak) invariants, including cxccptionals, for senli-siulple algebras than
would be expecteel from the list for simple ones.

6. The N = 2 superconformal minimal models

The reason thc classification AU .sc-AU.28 of the previous section will permit us to
read off the N = 2 rational minünal Iuodel classification is bccause [21] givcs a descrip
tion of the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra at c = 3(1 - k~2) for k E Z> l in tenns of
the eoset (SU(2)k x U(1)4)/U(1)2k+4, anel [22] explains how to reduee physical invariant
classifications for eosets to those for sCIlli-siInple algebras (Al EB U2 in our case).

The partition function of a superconformal fie1d thcory will not be built clirectly frorll
the super-Virasoro charactcrs, since the super-Virasoro algebra contains fields of half
integer confoTlnal diInension. We are required here to use certain projections to split
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the charactcrs into two parts (X~(b) and X~(b+2) in the notation bclow), in other worcls
to consider the possible spin-structures. The Illodular transformations Inix these spin
structures (apart fronl thc periodic-pcriodic one, which contributes an additive constant 
the Witten index for the Ramond sector - to thc partition function and will be ignored).

The partition functions for N = 2 minimallnodcls will be of the form [9]

2k+3
i = '"'" '"'" M -a(b) -a'(b')*

~ ~ a,c;a',c' Xc Xc'

a,a'EP~ C,c'=o

(6.1a)

where the M's are non-negative integers, Mo,o;o,o = 1, the X's are thc 'half-characters'
alluded to above, and b = 0 or 1 depeuding on whethcr a + c is cven or odd (siInilarly for
b'). This mllst be invariant uuder the full SL2(Z). As with thc quantluu Hall effect (see
the comments after (2.3)), we should either regard i as a function of additional variables
Z (other than jl1st T), or equivalently, fonnally assulue that all X's are distinct.

Many i cau be found in the literature (see e.g. [10,9]), but thc cOluplcte list appcars
here for the first tilue. The structure of N = 2 Inininlal Inodels have been stucliecl in C.g.
[23]. It is shown in [24] that any rational luodel of the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra is
unitary anel hence is one of thc nIinilnal lnodels given below (this surprising result is in
sharp contrast to the N = 0 and N = 1 cases).

[22] teIls HS how to interpret this classification in tcrms of the A1,k EB U1,4 EB U1,2k+4

oue- in particular X-a(b) has identical nlodular behaviour as X k -=-4X -X2k + 4 * +Xk ~X -X2k+ 2 ...
• , C abc Ja b+2 c+k+2

anel heuce the classification of Z in (6.1a) is identical to that of the physical invariants

3 2k+3

Z '"'" '"'" '"'" M k~ -2k+4 k* -c4* -2k+4*= L....t L....t L....t a,b,c;a' ,b' ,c' Xa Xb Xc - Xa' Xb' Xd ,
l1,a' EP~ b,b'=O c,c'=O

subject to the additional conditions that

MJO,2,O;O,O,k+2 = M O,O,k+2i JO ,2,O = 1 .

The precise relation bctwecn M and M is given by [22]

M a c'a' c' = M a b c"a' b' c" 1 ), , , )

(6.1b)

(6.1c)

(6.1d)

(note the c H c' switch), wherc b, b' E {O, 1} are as defined after (6.1a). The classification
of these Z is an elelnentary application of the list AU.sc-AU.28 - all we need to do is
impose (2.3b) and (6.1c).

For conveniencc write k for k + 2.

Theorem 3. The cOlIlplete list of distinct physical invariants M for N = 2 lninilnal
luodels at level kare given by (6.1d), for cach of the following choices of M;

k odd ; There is only one kind of M here: its only nonzero entries are

M~,b,c;Ja+b+Ca,2a+bw+2c,av+bv+2zc+2lv= 1
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- 2
for any a, b, c provided vc/k E Z, where w E {1, 3} is arbitrary, and z E {1, 2, ... , 1':'" }

k

and the divisor v of kare any solutions to

(ruod 1) . (6.2b)

k/2 odd : There are three kinds of M's here: we will call thenl M 2 ,o, M 2,1 anel M 2 ,2. The
nonzero entries of M2,O are

M 2 ,o = 1
a,b,c;J1a,ax+2dy+2e+2l,zc+ayv+2mv Vi,m E Z , (6.3a)

for all a, b, c provided d := vc/k E Z and e := (b - a)/2 E Z, where x E {1,3},
y E {O, I}, Z E {I, 2, ... , 2v2/k}, and v is a divisor of k/2, such that

The nonzero entries of M 2 ,1 are

M 2,1 _ = 1
a,b,cjJ1a,ax+2d (z+ 1)+2e+2TTl+2l,va+zdk/v+2TTllJ

(nlod 1) .

Vi,mEZ,

(6.3b)

(6.3e)

for all a, b, c provided d := (c - av)v/k E Z and e := (b - a)/2, where x E {1,3},
Z E {1, 2, ... , 2v2 /k}, and v is a divisor of k/2, such that

The nonzero entries of M 2 ,2 are

M 2 ,2 _ = 1
a,b,cjJ1a,ax+2e+wc+2l,av(x-1JI)/2+cz+kl+2vTTl

(mod 1) .

Vi,mEZ,

(6.3d)

(6.3e)

for all a, b, c with cv/k E Z and e .- (b - a - d)/2 E Z, where x, w E {1,3}, z E
2 - -{I, ... , 2v / k}, k/v is odd, and

(mad 1) . (6.3f)

k/2 even : There are four kinds of M's here: M 4 ,o, MO,t, M04 ,2, anel M04 ,3. M 4 ,o exists only
for k _ 4 (mod 8). Its nonzero entries are

M 4 ,o I - = 1
a,b,c;Ja~+bx +d a ,ay+by'+2d(z+I)+2l,uv+b1J+dzk/v+2lv

Vi E Z, (6.4a)

for all a, b, c provieled d := (c - vb)v/k E Z, wherc y, y' E {1,3}, x E {O,l}, z E
{1, 2, ... , 2v2 /k}, :c' = (y - y')/2, alld v is a divisor af k/2, such that

x/2 + 1/8 + v2 /4k == k (Z2 - 1)/v2 0

MO,I exists only when 8 divides k. Its nonzero entries are

MO,I -} + 8
a,b,c;J1a,bk/4+dy,bxv/2+2cz+2mv - a,k/2
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(mod 1) .

Vi, rn E Z ,

(6.4b)

(6.4c)



for all a , b, c provided a is evcn and d := vc/k E Z, where X, y E {1 , 3}, z E

{I, 2, ... 1 v 2 /k}, and v is a divisor of k, such that

(n1od 1) . (6.4d)

M04,2 exists whenevcr k/2 is evcn. Its nonzero entries are

M0
4

,2 _ = 1 + oa k/2
a,b,c;J 1a,bx+2d(z+l)+2m,bv+dzk/v+2mv '

Vi,1T1, E Z, (6.4e)

for all a, b, c provided a is cven and d := (c - bv)v/k E Z, whcre x E {1,3}, z E

{I, 2, ... , 2v 2/k}, and v is a divisor of k/2 such that

(nlod 1) . (6.4/)

M04,3 also exists whenevcr k/2 is evcn. Its nonzero entries are

M0 4 ,3 - 1
a,b,c;J 1a,ax+2d+c:z:+2l,cz+2lv - ve , (6.4g)

for all a, b, c for which d := (b-a-2cv/k)/2 E Z, where x E {1 , 3}, z E {I, 2, ... , 2v 2/k}
and v is a divisor of k/2 such that

(nlod 1) . (6.4h)

k = 10. In addition to the ones ulentioned in (6.3), there are precisely 20 cxccptionals, given
by thc matrix product M' (E10 (1), where M' here is any of thc 20 matrices (4 M2, 0 's
and 16 M 2,2,S) in (6.3) for k = 10.

k = 16. In addition to the ones mentioned in (6.4), there are precisely 18 exceptionals, given by
thc tensor product E16 0M, where M herc is the projection to thc last two cOlnponents
of any of the 12 Inatrices MO,l 01' 6 lnatriees M 04 ,2 for k = 16 (the 11latrices of type
MO,l and M04,2 in (6.4) are always of the fornl D~ ® M).

k = 28. In addition to thc ones mentioned in (6.4), there are precisely 8 cxecptionals, given
by the tensor product &28 0 M, where M here comes froln thc 8 lnatrices M04,2 for
k = 28.

As usual for the classifications cousidered in this paper, the1'e is an uuavoidable prob
len1 with being explicit, at least for general k. The number of level k N = 2 nüniInal
Inodels for k < 30, is: 4, 10, 4, 14, 4, 14, 6, 14, 4, 40, 4, 14, 8, 18, 4, 40, 4, 20, 8, 14, 4, 28,
6, 14, 8, 20, 4, 36, 4.

Tbc often-clailueel A-D-E pattern to the N = 2 minimal model classification is rather
obseure frOlli the standpoint of our theoreln, anel is at best 'one-to-nlany' (e.g. thc cx
ceptional E G corresponds to 20 different partition functions). An exarnple of its apparent
inappropriatencss is that the so-callcd A and D partition functions for k - 2 (lnod 4)
eorrespond to the value 0 and 1, respeetively, of thc seemingly insignificant paranletcr x
in (6.3)!
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Thc relnaindcr of this section is dcvoted to the proof of Theorem 3. Note thc definitions
ofIL,n(M), PL,n(M) given in (A.2b),(A.2c). Note also that (6.1c), (5.1d), and (2.3b) force

Ma,b,c;al,l/ ,d i- °==} a + b + c' - a' + b' + c - ° (Inod 2) (6.5a)

(a + 1)2 b2 c2 (a' + 1)2 b/2
C

/2

Mb' I bl I.....L °==} + - + --= _ + - +~ (mod 1) (6.5b)
a, ,c,a, ,c r 4k 8 4k 4k 8 4k

6.1. The automorphism invariants
These are the physical invariants obeying (A.1a), i.e. MO,O,O;a,b,c = Oa,OOb,OOc,O' We

know 4>(0,0,1) = (JxO, y, z) for SOllle x, y, z, hence by linearity (A.8b) we have cP(O, 0, k) =

(JxkO, ky, kz) = (.10,2,0), where the last equality holds by (6.1c). For even k, this is
iInpossible~ and hence for these k there are no such autolllorphism invariants. The auto
morphislll invariants for odd k turn out to be a special case (v = k) of the treatnlent in
the next paragraph.

6.2. The ADE, invariants
These are the physical invariants obeying (A.2a). Consider first k odd. We want

MJ'l'o,y,z;O,O,o = 1 for some x, y, z. (6.5) says x = y = °and z is evcn, henee v = z/2
satisfies (6.2b). We ean choose v so that it clivides k. We find IL(M) = IR(M) is forccd
here by the eonstraint (A.2d). There are no fixed points here and so M is givell by (A.2f)
for SOlne cP. The way to show M satisfies (6.2a) is simply to look at the possibilities
for 4>(1,0,0), 4>(0,1,0), and 4>(0,0, I/v), and to solve the various eonstraints eOlning fronl
(A.2g) and (6.5).

Next consider k/2 odd. Again, there are no fixe cl points, so (A.2f) applies. Note that
if (1, e, c') E PL(M) for SOHle evcn C, e' , thell (1, e, e' ) H (*, *, 0) wherc 0 is odd, in which
ease (6.5b) cannot be satisfied. This forces either (J, 2,0) E IL(M) 01' (.1,2, I) E IL(M).
Consider first thc former possibility. Then (0,0, I) E In(M) by (6.1e), hence we find

IL(M) = IR(M) = ((.1,2,0), (0,0, I), (0, 2u, 2v)) ,

where U E {O,l}. These two possible values of u shollld be treatcd separately, and produce
thc invariants M 2

,u of (6.3). The seeond possibility for IL(M) either rcduees to thc fonncr,
or we have

IL(M) = In(M) = ((.1,2, I), (0, 2u, 2v)) ,

where either I/v is odd (if u = 0) 01' k/2v is odd (if u = 1). We then find u = 1 violatcs
(6.5b). u =°here produces M 2,2.

Finally, eonsider k a lllultiplc of 4. Suppose first there is nothing in I L (M) of thc
form (J, *, *), i.c. IL(M) = ((0, 2u, 2v)). Then u = 1 because otherwise Xo = (1,0,0)
and Xl = (0,1,0) will have cP(xo) . 4>(XI) - l (Iuod 4) by (6.5), violating (A.8a). Now
1(1,0,0) = (Jx 1,y,w) where y,w are odd. This Ineans (0,2,2w) E IR(M) (by (A.8b),
4>(2,0,0) = (2,2, 2w) roust lie in In(M)(2, 0,0)) and hence (counting powers of 2) (A.2d)
forces IL(M) = In(M) and w = '/}. It is now straightforward to verify M is givell by
(6.4a). Thc constraint k =4 (mod 8) is a consequence of (6.4b).

Next, suppose (.1,0,0) E IL (M). Thell (.1,0,0) E IR(M), beeausc of the argument in
the Appendix after (A.9a), so IL(M) = IR(M) = ((.7,0,0), (0, 2u, 2v)). M factors in this
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case into V~ ® M (or E16 ® M for k = 16), so it suffices to find M. As llsual, the analysis
dcpcnds on whether 'U = 0 or 1: the fonner case yiclds (6.4c) and the lattcr case yields
(6.4e).

The remaining possibility is that neither ILIR(M) contain (J, 0,0), but both contain
sOlnethiug of the fonn (J, UL,R, VL,R). Then VLIR =1= 0 by (6.5). Once again we find by the
usual arguments that UL,R, VLIR cau be chosen so that IL(M) = IR(M) = ((J, 2u, 2v)).

We lnust have u = 1, since otherwise v would be even and hellce ~ (J, 0, 2v) = (J, 0, 0)
would have to He in IL(M), contrary to hypothesis. We find M is given by (6.4g).

6.3. Exceptional levels
Thc only exceptionallevels obeying (2.3b) are k = 10 and 28 (.6.'i,R - ~ (lnod 2) for

k = 4) . AU.l0 und AU. 28 of the previolls section allow us to read off thc answer fronl the
M of (6.3) and (6.4c) , (6.4e).

7. Conclusion

In this paper we accolnplish two Inain Inodular invariant partition function c1assifica
tions: that of the possible cffectivc field thcories for the quantuIll Hall fluids; and that of
the N = 2 superconformal lllininlal models. The answer to the fanner is given in Section 3
in terms of self-dllallattices, where we also provide a pretticr but less practical formulation
of the c1assification in ternlS of rational points on Grassmannians. The answer to the sec
ond problem is given in Section 6. This latter classification is often claiIned to fall into an
A-D-E pattern, but from thc cOlnplete list of partition fllnctions obtained here this claim
looks rather artificial - e.g. arbitrarily large nUlnbers of partition functions are assigncd to
the salne name A p (or D p ) for largc p. Certainly it is far less convincing a Inatch as the
A-D-E of the Al classification [7].

Thc connection between these two problems lies in their synunetry algebras: u(I)$m
versus (Al,k EB n(I)4)/u(lhk+4' Solving the first takes us a long way towards solving the
second. In fact, in Section 5 we find the partition functions for the algebra Al EB u(I)E9m 
thc choice m = 2 then yields thc N = 2 classification.

The lnoduli space picture of rational points on thc dual Grasslnannian Gm,m(lR)* is a
very intriguing one, rcminiscent of the compactification of hetcrotic strings on tori stlldied
in [25]. It should be possible to find a naturallattice interpretation for the Al EB u(l)aJm
classification given here, and fr0 111 this perhaps an analogous description of its 1l10duli
space.

An interesting consequence of thc work here is the list of all Al Inodular invariants,
when invariance under T f-+ T + 1 is dropped. This is given in Section 5. What is found is
the list is surprisingly little changed froln the A-D-E list of CappeIli-Itzykson-Zuber. One
is not always interested in invariance under thc full SL2 (71) (witness the quantlull Hall
effectj see also e.g. [26]), and at least in this case the classification is little different anel is
achieved by siInilar Illethods.

I appreciate the hospitality of the MPIM, and have benefitteel frolll useful cOlnrnllni
cations with Andrea Cappelli, Wolfgang Eholzer, Christoph Schweigert and Mark Walton.
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The possibility of cla.."sifying the N - 2 miniInal models was first suggested to lue by
Jean-Bernard Zuber.

Appendix. Praafs far Sectian 5

We begin the Appendix with a sketch of the arguments which we will use for obtaining
the classifications given in Section 5. First consider any weak invariant M satisfying

'rIa E P-f:', bE P.f' . (A.la)

Such Mare called automorphi.srn invariants. It is possible to show (e.g. this is a special
case of Leuulla 3.1(b)(iii) and Lenlllla 3.2(b) in [6]) that for any such M, there exists a
bijection cf> : Pt ~ P.{! such that

For example, ljJO = 0 by (2.2c). Thcn (2.3a) reduces to

(A.lb)

Sa,b = S<pa,<Pb 'rIa, b E P; . (A.lc)

Ta find all such M, i.e. all such cP, we follow thc technique first developed in [27}. In
particular, let G be any subset of p~ with thc property that for any a, b E P~,

Se,a/ SO,a = Se,b/ Sa,b 'rIe E G ==:} a = b . (A.ld)

Any such set G is callcd a fusion-generator for Pt - c.g. for Um,k we cau take G to be set of

any linear generators of pk, while for 9 = A~lk we can take G to be the set of fundalllcntal

weights {w 1 , ... , w(r+l)(2}. M is uniquely detcrmined by how if> acts on G. See [27] for
details.

The next step consists of weakcning thc constraint (A.la) to

Ma,o i=- 0 ::::} a E .:ILO, and MO,b i=- ° ==:} b E .:IRO , (A.2a)

wherc .:IL,R are thc sets of simple currents in pi,R, respcctivcly. Any such M is called an

ADE7-invariant [6], since these are precisely the physical invariants of Al satisfying (A.2a).
Useful definitions are

IL(M) := {J E I L IMJo,o i=- O} ,
PL(M) := {a E P-f:' 13b E P.f' such that Ma,b i=- O} ,

(A.2b)

(A.2c)

and define .:IR(M) = .:IL(Mt
), PR(M) = PL(M t

). In the special case of an ADE7-invariant,
Lelnnla 3.1(b) of [6] says that IL,R(M) are suhgroups of IL,R obeying

IILL(M)II = IILR(M)II ,
PL,n(M) = {a E pi,R IQJ(a) E Z , 'rIJ E LL,R(M)} .
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The notion of fusion-generator G(I') for a group I' of sirnple currents can be elefincd
analogously to (A.ld), hut some extra eare is required (see Def. 3.3 of [6]). For 9 = A1,k,

G({O,J}) = {2}. Generically, 00 a E G(IL,R(M)) =: GL,R will be a fixed point of
IL,R(M), and for each a E GL we will have Ma,! = 0 for all fixed points f of IR(M)
(anel similarly for each bEGR)' When this happens, the situation turns out to resenl
ble thc automorphisrn invariant one: there will exist a bijection 4J : PL(M)/IL(M) --+
PR(M)/IR(M) such that

(A.2f)

anel again this 4J is uniquely deterrnineel by its value on G L. Moreovcr, if neither a nol' b
are fixed points of GL,

(A.2g)

(Wc will often write 4J(a) for any element of 4J(IL (M)a).) This is Lenllna 3.3(b) of [6J.
For example, 4J(IL (M)) = IR(M). In order to prove that this gencric case holds for a
given choice of p;,R, one Dlust look at the constraints on M a ,! when a is not a fixed
point of IL(M) but f is Olle of In(M). In this paper we are only interested in the case
IIIL (M) 11 = 2, in which case

M a,! # 0 ==> So,! / SO,a E {I, 2} . (A.2h)

This is proved by evaluating (2.3a) at (a,O) anel (0, f).
The final step in these c1assifications is to consider arbitrary weak invariants M and

solve the constraints for those b E P.f satisfying MO,b =I O. One constraint is given by
(5.2c) with a = O. Anothcr useful constraint is [20]

L !vIo,a Sa,b 2:: 0
aEP.f

L MO,a Sa,b = 0
aEP.f

Vb E P~ ,

b tt Pn(M) .

(A.3a)

(A.3b)

Of course sirnilar equations hold for Pt and PL (M). These are proved by evaluating (2.3a)
at (0, a) and using (2.1c) anel (2.2b). These are scvere constraints and we find that for
ahnost all M, (A.2a) will bc satisfied.

Now let us turn to the proof of Thnl. 2. Let M be any weak invariant for A 1,k. Recall
the discussions about A 1,k at thc end of Section 2 anel in Example 2. Write Ti := k. + 2.
The autoillorphislll invariants are easy to find: (A.lc) and (2.7a) say

sin(27r/k) = sin(7i' (4Jl + 1) /k) ,

anel hence 4Jl E {I, J1}. Sl,l = S4>l,4>l says 4J1 = J1 is only possible when k is even. Since
G = {I}, we are now done: we find M = A k if qH = 1, anel M = Dk if 4Jl = J1.
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Next, consider thc ADE7-invariants which are not autornorphisnl invariants. Thcn
(A.2d) says that IL(M) = IR(M) = {O, J}. By (5.ld), k must be even. We choose the
fusion-generator GL,R = {2}. The only fixed point f is f = k/2 (for odd k/2, f ff. PL,R(M)
and can bc ignored). We want to show that M 2,f = 0 (except for thc trivial ease whcrc
k = 4, when 2 = j). The only solution to (A.2h) is k = 16, aud M 2,f i=- 0 or MJ,2 i=- 0 for
k = 16 is easily seen to yield M = &16 (see e.g. Seetion 7.2 of (6]). Otherwise, M will be
'generie'j in this ease cjJ(2) = 2 is foreed by (A.2g) at (2,0), so uniqueness forees M = D~.

Finally, consider an arbitrary weak invariant M for Al. We learned in (5.4) that
(A.2a) is foreed, exeept possibly when k = 4,8, 10, 28. These sueellmb to a ease-by-ease
analysis.

Consider first M for k = 4 violating (A.2a). Then by (5.4a), wc may asSlllllC without
loss of generality that M O,2 i=- O. Put b = 2 in (A.3a) anel use (5.4a) to obtain

sin(31r/6) - M O,2 sin(3n16) + M O,4 sin(31r16) > 0 , (A.4)

(A.5a)

Therefore M O,2 ~ M O,4 and henee M o,2 = M O,4 = 1 = M 4 ,0 = M 4 ,4 by (5.1b), (5.2b)
and (5.1e). COll1puting (2.3a) at (0,0) now forees M 2 ,o = 1. FroHl (5.1d) we know that
Ma,b = 0 if either a or b is odd. That M 2 ,2 = 0 follows from (2.3b) at (0,2). Henee M = &4,
given in (5.5d).

Thc argllnlcnt for k = 8 is sitnilar. Suppose M O,2 +Mo,6 ;::: 1. Using (5Ab) aud puttiug
b = 4 into (A.3a) gives

(1 + Mo,s - M O,2 - M O,6 ) sin(5n /10) ;::: 0

while (2.3b) at (0,1) gives

(Ml,l + M7,1) sin(21i-j10) = (1 - Mo,s) sin(2n/lO) + (MO,2 - Mo,u) sin(41f/10). (A.5b)

(A.5b) forees M O,2 = M O,6, sinee sin(47flID) I sin(21f /10) is irrational. Then (A.5a) forces
Mo,s = 1. (5.2b) with (]" = 0"3 then gives M 2,0 = M 2,2 = 1 (see (5.3b)). By (5.1d) and
(A.3b), PL(M) = Pn(M) = {O, 2,6, 8}, so wc are done by (5.1e).

For k = 10, (5.4e) aud b = 1,2,3 in (A.3a) teIls us

1 - MO,lO 2:: IMo,4 - M o,61

1 + MO,lO 2:: M O,4 + M O,6 .

(A.6a)

(A.6b)

Thc only diffieult task heTe is eliminating the possibility MO,lO = 0, M O,4 =j:. O. In this
ease, MO,4 = 1 anel Mo,u = O. (5.2b) then implies Ma,o = Mo,a for all a, so by (A.3b)
2 ff. PL(M). (2.3a) at (0,1) anel (2,1) give 2Ms,1 +Ml,l +M9,1 = 2 anel Mt,l +MO,l = MG,l

using (5.4e), i.e. MS,l = 2/3, which is irnpossiblc.
For k = 28 use (5.4d) and b = 1,2,3 in (A.3a), and then 0" = CJ7, CJu in (5.2b). Thc

rest of the argulnent is as before. This eoncludcs the proof of Thm. 2.

Now we turn to the classification of weak invariants M for Um,!. EIl Al,k. Though
luuch more eonlplieated notationally than for Al, and involving Iuany more eases, the
argulnents are vcry similar to those usecl in Thlll. 2. For lateT eonvcnience we will replaee
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thc level f of Um with lL,R., where l.e L I = IfR ). The sets of llighest weights hel'e are
-lL,R k .. -li. R

PL,R = P X P+. Thc posslblc sln1ple currents are LL,R = P , x {O, .J}. Let Pi,R(M)

denote the projections of PL,R(M) outo plL,R.

Any weak invariants M' for Um,!. and M" for A1,k' give us a weak invariant M =
M' 0 M" of Um,l EB A1,k. Thc converse unfortunately is not truc. We bcgin with thc
following very usefnl fact, true for any 9 (not just 9 = A1,k), which teIls us whcn M
aetually does factorise.

Claim Let M be a weak invariant for Um,!. EB g. Suppose that for each X E P~JM),

there exists X' E p!.H for which MX,o;xl,o =I- 0, and conversely that for each Y E Ph (M)

there is a y" E plL such that My 11 ,0;y,0 -=J. 0. Then M = M' (6) M" for SOlne weak invariants
M' and M" of Um,l and g, resp.

Proof Define M~ y := Mx O'y 0, Ma"b := Mo a'O b. We want to show
, , t t , ' t ?

}kfx,Giy,b = M~,y }kf~,b . (A.7)

Suppose Mx,a;y,b = 0. Then either M~,y = 0, OI Mx,o;y,O -=J. °and (by (5.lc)) MO,a;o,b = °
- in either case (A.7) holds.

If instead M x,a;y ,b =j:. 0, then again by (5 .Ie) applied to (v", 0; v, 0) and (0, a; y - x' ,b),
MO,a;y-xl,b =j:. 0. Now eonsider any M a ,Cj1J,d -=J. 0; by hypothesis, there exists a v" such
that M1J" ,0;1J,O -=J. 0, and hence by (S.ld) '/} . (y - x') E Z. Thus again by (5.1d) applied to
(O,O;y-x',O) anel (a,c;v,d), we Inust have Mo,o;y-x',o = 1, i.c. Mx,o;y,O = 1. Thcn (S.le)
again forces (A.7). QED

As before, eonsider first the autoillorphisill invariants M obcying (A.1a). (A.1e) with
a = (0,0) forees if>(x, c) E LR(O, c). For a fusion-generator choose G = {(XI, 0), ... , (xn,O),

(0, 1)}, where the Xi span plL. For each i, write (Yi' JGiO) := if>(Xi, 0), auel also (Yo, J ao1) :=
if>(0, 1). Then by (A.le) these mnst obey

for all i, j E {I, ... , n}. By (S.le) and thc usnal fusion arguInents [27], we find

n n n

4>(L: CiXi, Co) = (2: CiYi, Il JCiGi co) .
i=1 i=O i=O

(A.8b)

It is straightforward to verify frOIll (A.8a) that (A.8b) satisfies (A.lc), and that if> is onc
tü-one. Hcnce it defines an autolllorphislll invariant, and aB automorphisU1 invariants are
of this forul.

Next we consider the nlore general condition (A.2a). If both IL,R(M) c pIIJ,R x
{O}, then this just reduces to the automorphism invariant ease eonsidered in thc previous
paragraph: 'renormalise' the levels lL,R. by replacing the lattices r L,R. with thc denser
lattiees rL,R. + LL,R(M).
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So asslllue 'IR(M) rt plR X {O}. Again, by renormalising thc levels, wc can require
IL(M) = {O, (XL, J(J'L)} and IR(M) = {O, (XR, J)}, whcre 2XL,R = 0, (XL, Ja L) "# 0, and

xi + kaL/2 == xh + k/2 - ° (mod 1) . (A.9a)

Supposc XR = 0 (so k is even) but XL "# O. Then we have a problClu with (5.4), since
1 E P~(M) and 0 f/. Pk(M) for any odd o. Therefore XL = 0 Hf Xn = O.

So asslllue next that both XL,R =P O. Thc fusion-generator GL for the left side can
be chosen to be of the fonn {(Xl, 0), ... , (x n , 0), (Xo, I)}, whcre thc (Xi'O) generate an

(X,O) E PL(M), and (xo, 1) E PL(M). For cach i ~ 0, choose SOllle Yi E plR such that

Yi . XR + oi,o/2 == Xi . Xj - Yi . Yj == 0 (ulOd 1) ,

for an i,j ~ O. Define M by (A.2f), with

n n

1J(L CiXi, co) = (L CiYi, co) .
i=O j=O

(A.9b)

(A.9c)

Dur M IUUst be of this fonu, and the reader can readily vcrify that any such M is a
well-defined weak invariant.

Thc final possibility for a weak ADE7-invariant here is that (after renonnalising thc
levels) 'IL(M) = 'IR(M) = {O, (0, .J)}. Assulne first that all M xi ,Oiy,k/2 = 0 for all X, y.
Then for each (x,O) E PL(M) there exists a x' such that MX,OiX',O =P O. Using (5.1c),
x H x' must be a bijection here, and so by thc ClaiIn M factorises.

If instcad M x ,Oiy,k/2 "# °for some x, then (A.2h) forces k = 4. For a given x E p~,

it is easy to show (by evaluatillg (2.3a) at (x, 0; 0,0)) that there must exist SOlue y E Pk
such that either

Mx O'z a = Oz y (oa °+ Oa 4), , , .,. , .,. (A.10a)

(A.10b)

Let LL(a) be the x satisfying (A.10a), and LL(b) be those satisfying (A.10b) - we know
hoth 'IL(a) and 'IL(b) are nonelnpty (0 E LL(a), and LL(b) = (/) would lnean M factorises).

SiInilarly, given any Y E PR, there exists x, x' E P~ such that cither

M z,a;y,2 = (oz,x + oz,x') (Oa,O + Oa,4)

M z ,a;y,2 = oz,x (oa,O + Oa,4) + oz,x'Oa,2

M z,a;y,2 = (OZ,:I: + oz,::r;') Oa,2 .

(A.l1a)

(A.11b)

(A.11c)

Similarly put each y in IR(A), IR(B), IR(C), rcspectively. Of course siInilar rmnarks hold
for Mt.

Choose any x E IL(a), and xt,xi,YI satisfying any of (A.11). Let ßL := Xl - xi.
Then t::.. L . x E Z, by (5.1d). Moreover, for any x E LL(b), (2.3a) cvaluated at (x, 0; YI, 2)
itnplies :c . t::.. L E ±~ + Z. Since IL(a) U 'IL(b) = P~, what we havc shown is that

LL (a) = {x E P~ Ix .~L E Z}

LL(b) = ± aL + LL(a) for same aL .
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Of course there is a 6. R playing the identical role for PR(M). Moreover, by (5.1d) and
(A.l1) we have

(A.12c)

for any x,y,z,a,b,c,d,i. Froln (A.12) we gct that either IL(A) = IR(A) = 0 and
IL,R(B) = IL,R(b), 61' IL(B) = IR(B) = 0 and IL,R(A) = IL,R(a).

Let x, x', y satisfy one of (A.11a) 01' (A.11c). Then x' = x ± 6. L for sorne choice of
sign, and hence by (2.5a)

±6.L . x = 6.i (Illod 1) . (A.13a)

If x, x', y satisfy (A.llb), then sinlilarly (2.5a) and (A.12c) say x' = x ± ~L, and

(nlod 1) . (A.13b)

Suppose first that ~i E Z. Then by (A.12a), M6. IJ ,o;xR,O = 1 for some XR - in fact
we can choose thc sign of ßR so that XR = ~R' By (A.13a), wc fiust have IL,R(A) = 0,
IL,n(B) = IL,R(C), Let XI, ... , Xn-l bc generators for IL(a). Thcn for each i thcre is a Yi
such that MXi,ojYi'O = 1. Since aL E IL(B), thcre is a b E IR(B) such that MaL ,2i b,2 = 1.
Note that Xl,' .. , X n := aL, YI, ... , Yn := b satisfy (A.8a) with all ai = 0 and Yo = O. Hence
they define an automorphism invariant M'. Write M" = M

,
- I M. It is casily shown that

its only nonzero entries are

M"· . - M" - M" . - M" . - M" - 1x,JlOjX,JJO - y,2jy,2 - y,J'Ojy+3(~R·Y)~R,2 - y,2jy-3(~R"Y)~R,J'O - X,2jX±~R,2-

(A.14a)
for all X E IR(a), y E In(b), i, j E {O, I}, and choices of signs. Conversely, any choice of

ßL E plL with 3ßL = 0 and ßi E Z, defines a distinct weak invariant in this way, which
obeys (2.5a).

Othcrwise, ~i (j. Z. Note that fronl (A.12c) and (2.5a), (0,2) rt IL,R(C), and heuce
IL,R(B) = 0, IL,n.(A) = IL,n(a). M O,2jßR,O = M ßL ,o;0,2 = 1 then forces ß'i =ßh. - ~
(lllOd 1), so again we get an autoillorphisrn invariant M' frol11 (A.8), such that M" :=

M'-l M has the followillg nOllzero clltries:

M"· . = M" . = M" . = NI" = 1X,JIOjX,JJO X±ß.R ,J'O jx ,2 X,2jx±ß.n ,JJO x±ßR,2jX±ßn,2 • (A.14b)

Conversely, for allY choice of ~L E plL with 36. L = °and ß1 == ~ (nlod 1), we get a
distinct weak invariant of this fornl which obeys (2.5a).

That exhausts all the weak ADE7-invariants. Again thc renlaining exceptionals will
occur only at k = 4,8,10,28. We will work out the case k = 10 in detail - the remaining
exceptionallevels are easier, and succulnb to siInilar arguments. Assulne, by renonnalising
levels ifnecessary, that eitherIL(M) =IR(M) = {(O,O)}, or IIIL,R(M)II = 2 and (x,J) E

IR(M) for SOHle x. Dcfine Sa := L:x MO,o;x,a' Then 810 E {O, I} by (5.1b), (5.1c). Putting
b = (0,1), (0,2), (0,3) in (A.3a) teIls HS

1 - 810 2:: I S 4 - s61
1 + 810 2:: S4 + S6
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(compare (A.6)). Hence also 84,86 E {O, I}. The argument against the possibility that
810 = 0 but 84 = 1 is identical to the analogous arglunent for A 1,10 (see below (A.6)):
evahiate (2.3a) at (0,0;0,1) and (0,2;0,1).

Next suppose 810 = 0 but 86 = 1. Then 3zG, z~ such that MO,0;zß,6 = Mz~,6;0,0 = 1, and
for any x, (x,4), (x, 10) rJ. PL,R(M), by the usual argunlcnts. Looking at each b = (x,O)
in (A.3a) forces z~ = 0 = zo. Thus also (x, a) rJ. PL,n(M) \:Ix, for cach a = 1,2,5. We find
M O,3;x,3 = M O,3;x,7 = OX,Z3 for some Z3' We also find M O,4;x,4 = MO,4jx,10 = M O,10;x,4 =
M O,10;x,10 = 8x ,0. Let Xi generate Pt. Thcn for each i there is a Yi and ai such that
MXi,o;Yi,JaiO = 1. The conditions on Yi, ai, and Yo := Z3 cOluing from (5.1d) anel (2.5a) are
precisely the congruences of (A.8a). Hence there is an autonlorphislll invariant M' givcn
by (A.8b), for which M = M' (1 @ &10)'

The rmnaining possibility is

Mo,o;o,o = M O,O;Z4,4 = MO,O;zo,6 = MO,OiZlO,lO = 1 (A.16)

and all other Mo,o;x,a = O. Of course Z4 = Z6 + ZlO and 2zl0 = O. Mt will obey a
silnilar eqllation, for paralncters z~, z~, zio (the argulnent uscs (5.4d): sec thc argnnlent
after (A.9a)). If ZlO = 0 then looking at (2.3a) at (x, 0; 0, 0) we see that the Clairn applies
and M factorises. For ZlO =I 0, 3zo such that Zo . ZIO - ~ (mod 1). Looking at (2.3a) at.
(0,0; x, 0) shows that either Z6 = 0, 01' Z6 = ZlO' But Zo = Z10 is rulcd out by using an
argulnent similar to that after (A.6b): we would have Lx M x ,5;xo,1 = ~.

Thus Z4 = ZlO =I 0, Z6 = O. This succumbs to a shnilar argluncnt to thc 810 = 0, 80 =I 0
one: we find the paralneters (like XR := ZlO) obey constraints identical to (A.9b) (provided
we inlpose (2.5a)), and hence defines a weak invariant M" such that M = M" (1 (9 ElO )'
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